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I am extremely honoured and privileged to share the publication of Volume -7 of Leglytical-
Treasure of  School of Law, SushantUniversity. As I have quoted from Aristotle, I want to
convey that exactly we follow the trend of imparting excellence in education and in other
extra-curricular activities in our School of Law. I believe education not only gives us
information but it builds up the capacity to implement the information innovatively. Leglytical
is a glaring example of such innovativeness as through it we promulgate how unitedly and
uniformly the School of Law functions and organizes event and activities in diverse sectors.
For this brilliant creation and compilation I want to thank Dr.Sulakshana Banerjee Assistant
Professor of Law for shaping Leglytical and to generate it in a distinguished manner.
Undoubtedly, Leglytical is now one of the main strengths of the School of Law. She has
substantiated “Education is not filling a pail but the lighting of a fire” as stated by William
Butler Yeats. I wish good luck to her and her student’s editorial team for such spectacular
artistry and conception.

With Best Wishes
 
                

“We are what we repeatedly do- Excellence. Therefore, it’s not an act but a habit”. 
 

                                                                                                                        -Aristotle
 
 



Prof.(Dr.) Kanu Priya
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I am glad to announce and congratulate the Editorial Team of “LEGLYTICAL: The Treasure of School of
Law” on the release of 7th Volume of the Newsletter. Time passes by so quickly and the accomplishments
of the School of Law in all the diverse phases have emerged to encompass the dedication, effort and
struggle of all the stakeholders. The campus is all bright and shiny with the students back on campus and all
the activities being carried out physically in a normal way. The students are all geared to take up the
challenges and face the new world of dynamic possibilities with integration of more and more technology.
Our academic programs have witnessed a boost in terms of practical impartation of knowledge with
multiple visits to Police Stations, District Courts, One Stop Centre, Prison, Cyber Crime Cells and many
more. The presence of senior and experienced faculty has elevated the levels of teaching and research and
strengthened the base for research scholars which are now 30 in number in just 3 years. Two recognition
awards in the year 2022 are an evidence to the fact that the percolation of knowledge is aligned with the
vision and mission of the School and is aimed at achieving excellence in the cause of legal education. 
This newsletter helps us to keep updated with the latest initiatives and achievements of the students and
faculty and would be best window for any stranger to take a sneak peek into the affairs of our school. I
acknowledge and appreciate the efforts being made to raise the bar of the School of Law, Sushant
University!

“Strength and Growth only comes through Continuous Effort and Struggle.”
                                                       

                                                                           ― Napoleon Hill
 



- BY THE EDITOR 
                                  

  DR. SULAKSHANA BANERJEE MUKHERJEE 
 

  
Education is the greatest path to invention. And invention is not about tools. It’s about
people, process and pedagogy. Learning and innovation go hand in hand. With this
stance, I am delighted to share and publish Volume-7 of Leglytical- a treasure of School
of Law, Sushant University. It’s always been a great pleasure and honour to devote
myself along with my three intellectual student editors for such a unique and valuable
contribution. The impact of such involvement brings great joy and ecstasy to all. The
happiness we cultivate from it is beyond expression.
It is not about ideas but it’s about making ideas happen which is the chief motto of
creating and crafting Leglytical. Students are hereby provided a wonderful opportunity
to showcase the natural extension of their enthusiasm. Through Leglytical they get a
chance to enhance their curious mind and to discover. Students extract encouragement
and motivation and that bears the true portrayal of Leglytical, that is , the treasure of the
School of Law.

Inside Leglytical
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    “It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken joy in creative

expression and knowledge”. - Albert Einstein
 



STUDENT EDITORS

 Dr. Sulakshana
Mukherjee 

FACULTY EDITOR

Himanshi Raghav Ridhi SharmaInderpreet Singh 
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EVENTS AT A GLANCE 

VISIT TO POLICE STATION

The School of Law organized a visit to the Police Station as part of their curricular activity for
the course on Law of Crimes-II (Code of Criminal Procedure) on 19th, April 2022. The
students visited Sector 56 Police Station, Gurugram. The visit was organized by Prof. Anil
Dawra and he briefed the students before visiting the police station regarding the investigation
process. The students were divided into 3 groups and all the 3 groups went to different rooms
for practical knowledge. Each group one after the other had a conversation with the Sub-
inspector of the police station and questions were asked by the students to the different
inspectors and MHC. The students got an opportunity to see the case diary of old times and the
manner in which it was maintained and written by hand. They saw the FIR register and were
explained about the process of registering an FIR, the Daily diary named Roznamcha scribbled
in Urdu, and examined the Reports in a particular case file like MLR, PMR, FSL report and the
Final Police report to be submitted in the court. The students also asked questions about the
arrest of women and all criteria and steps followed for the same. This entire briefing was done
in all the three groups simultaneously and explained very well to all the students. The students
also happened to see the lock-up cell and the illegal things seized and kept in the custody of the
police. Overall, it was a great and insightful learning experience for the students aimed at
imbibing practical knowledge with the theoretical knowledge gained by them. 
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The School of Law organized a visit to the Police
Station as part of their curricular activity for the course
on Law of Crimes-II (Code of Criminal Procedure) on
21st, April 2022. The students visited the premises of
the District Jail, Gurugram situated at Bhondsi village,
Gurugram. The visit was organized by Prof. Anil
Dawra and he briefed the students before visiting the
Jail regarding the procedure being followed by the jail
authorities to engage and reform the inmates. The jail
officials briefed the students about the rules and
regulations of the premises, moreover, students were
provided opportunity to acquaint with the lifestyle of
the inmates. The lush green campus with amenities
such as hospital, recreational centre, training centre,
creche, etc. strengthens the process of reformation. The
visit gave a first-hand experience to the students and
they appreciated how the prisons in India are
transitioning into reformatory centres in its true sense.
Overall, it was a great and insightful learning
experience for the students aimed at imbibing practical
knowledge with the theoretical knowledge gained by
them. 

VISIT TO BHONDSI JAIL

VISIT TO CYBER CRIME POLICE
STATION

Students of School of Law, Sushant University visited the Cyber
Crime Police Station on Friday, 22nd April 2022, Gurugram. They
were escorted by Prof. (Dr.) Anil Dawra and Ms. Vidushi Puri. The
field trip aimed at gaining hands-on knowledge and learning basic
skills.During the visit, an Investigation Officer took the students
round the complex and explained to them the modus operandi and
working and functioning of the Police Station. The Police Station is
a host to various specialized wings dealing with different tasks like
the economic wing, the social media monitoring wing, etc. Further,
he interacted with the students and explained that the complaint
regarding cyber crime can be filed both manually and using the
government portal of Ministry of Home Affairs- cybercrime.gov.in 
 Apart from this, significant numbers of cases of cyber bullying,
cyber stalking, etc. are also reported. He further deliberated on the
rise of cases of Cyber footprints, IP Address (which includes the
timestamp), URL are made used to solve the cases.The students
learnt how to deal with cyber crimes. They were taught to take
precautionary measures when online or using a network device.
They also got an opportunity to communicate with two accused
persons in the case of a financial fraud and learnt about real cases of
cyber crimes .The students thoroughly enjoyed the trip and gained
enhanced practical knowledge on cyber crime. 
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VISIT TO EARTH SAVIOUR FOUNDATION,
BANDHWARI, GURUGRAM

The School of Law organized a visit to the Earth Saviour Foundation as
part of their social activity during their Training Program with the
District Courts, Gurugram on 29th, April 2022. The students visited the
premises of the foundation in Bandhwari Village in Gurugram located in
the midst of Aravalis. There were about 500 inmates being rescued by
the foundation from different public places who were abandoned by their
family members. Majority of these people are either physically or
mentally challenged. This NGO was founded by Mr. Ravi Kalra is after
his sudden demise is now taken care of by his son Jas Kalra. The
foundation is doing an excellent job by treating the illness of the inmates
and making arrangements of sending them home wherever possible. 
The students not only met and interacted with the inmates but also served
them food and drinks. The students expressed their empathy towards the
pity condition of the inmates and decided to conduct donation drives to
help the foundation meet their objectives. Such visits are extremely
essential for the students and one of them expressed, “This is the bitter
truth of life that even after being so privileged we are not happy”. This
activity became part of the societal contribution of the students to make
them a good Samaritan. 

WORKSHOP ON “HOW TO CRACK UPSC
EXAM”

A workshop on the strategies to qualify UPSC examination was
conducted at Sushant University, Gurugram on 11th, May 2022.
The workshop was graced by Chief Guest SDM Vikram Singh
(IAS), ER. Ram Sir, Director- RAM IAS, Sector14, Gurugram. Mr.
Vikram Singh has shared his experience and the road map to qualify
for the prestigious Civil services exam. He briefed about the choice
of study material and shared his valuable tips on how to select the
correct optional subject. Er. Ram has briefed the students about the
relevance of guidance to crack the UPSC examination and to avoid
the chances of failure in the same. The workshop was addressed by
the Dean, School of Law, Prof (Dr.) JS Dahiya (Retired Additional
District and Sessions Judge) who had shared the importance and
utility of knowledge of the law in the Civil services examination.
Associate Dean, Prof (Dr.) Knaupriya had shared the alignment of
the course curriculum in the School of Law with the Curriculum of
Civil Services. The workshop was concluded with the Vote of
Thanks, by Dr. Rajender Yadav, to all the honorable guests and the
students for making the workshop successful.
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SEMINAR 5.O DYNAMICS
OF LEGAL EVOLVEMEMT 

School of Law, Sushant University, Gurugram organized Seminar 5.0 on “Dynamics of Legal
Evolvement” on 30, May 2022. Ms. Lalita Patwardhan, Chief Judicial Magistrate cum
Secretary, District Legal Services Authority, Gurugram was the Chief Guest, who graced the
Inaugural Session of the Online Seminar and reflected on the evolution and transformation of
law with dynamism of the society while talking about the book “Homosapiens” and threw light
on prevailing issues such as the current COVID-19 lockdown and the need of effective laws so
as to deal with the situation with the correct approach. She also elaborated on the need of new
laws in the coming century with changing circumstances and growing needs of the society. She
addressed the students with much enthusiasm and made them aware about the need for their
active participation with out of the box thinking in policy making and development of new
laws and their implementation. 
Dr. Jagbir Singh Dahiya, Dean School of Law, Sushant University, welcomed the dignitaries
and highlighted the role of DLSA in imparting practical knowledge to the students and
emphasized on the benefit being accrued to the younger generation. Dr. Kanu Priya, Associate
Dean, School of Law proposed a vote of thanks while emphasizing on the growing need for
research and development for a legal professional. The paper presentations by students Ridhi,
Dakshita and Vaishnavi from School of Law, Sushant University during the inaugural
ceremony were highly appreciated and acknowledged. The papers presented covered wide
arena of issues ranging from drug abuse to the national education policy in India to the
alternative dispute resolution mechanisms.  
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NATIONAL FLAG INSTALLATION
CEREMONY AND MOOT COURT

INAUGURATION
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School of Law, Sushant University has created a history under the Leadership of Honourable Dean
Prof. (Dr.) Jagbir Singh Dahiya . On 29th, June, 2022 National Flag Installation Ceremony and
Inauguration of Enriched Moot Court Hall took place. The event started with an outstanding Welcome
speech by Associate Dean Prof.(Dr.) Kanu Priya . She mentioned determination and hard work will
always lead to success and unity. Dean, School of Law Prof.(Dr.) Jagbir Singh Dahiya addressed the
gathering with his valuable words of wisdom and thanked all the Deans of respective Schools for their
benign presence in spite of their hectic schedule. The flag hoisting ceremony was successfully
conducted by Honourable Vice Chancellor Sir Dr.Rakesh Ranjan and Pro-Vice Chancellor Sir
Dr.Sanjeev Kumar Sharma along with Dean and Associate Dean School of Law. Honourable VC Sir
expressed that as our national flag is our pride similarly, the School of Law will also create more
memoirs to enhance and enlarge Sushant University. 
The enriched Moot Court Hall was inaugurated by Honourable VC Sir and Pro-VC Sir, Sushant
University.  Honourable Pro-VC Sir Dr. Sanjeev Kumar Sharma applauded Prof.(Dr.) Jagbir Singh
Dahiya for initiating such a wonderful event and for creating such remarkable changes in the School of
Law,Sushant University. The event was really a noteworthy one and received huge best wishes from all. 



School of Law, Sushant University has been ranked  by BW Legal
World  Law School Ranking,2022 as top 20 Private Law Colleges in
North Zone,India. It's indeed a great honour for the School of
Law,Sushant University.

ACCOLADES  OF SCHOOL OF LAW
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INSIGHTFUL SESSIONS  AT
SCHOOL OF LAW 
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Faculty

Achievements 

Prof.Amit Singh, Assistant Professor,
School of Law has organised Yoga Day in
Sushant University on 21st June,2022. He
stated Yoga has several benefits like it
increases our immune system, energizes
us, and keeps us active. Entire fraternity of
Sushant University participated in such
effective event.
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Ms. Anupama Singh, Assistant Professor of
Law,has published a research article on the Topic
“Issues and Challenges in custody of children
with special reference to NRI Marriages” in Dogo
Ramgsang Resource Journal,ISSN 2347 – 7180 in
April, 2022. She has also published a research
paper on “the Concept of Shared Parenting- A
New Dimension in Custody Matters” in Madhya
Bharti UGC Care GROUP I,Multi-Disciplinary
Referred Journal, ISSN 0974 – 0066 in June, 2022
and  has attended a five Days National Level
Faculty Empowerment Program from 9th, May to
13th, May 2022 organised by Achievers College of
Mumbai University.



Student Achievements 
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Biswadeep Dutta Scholar of School of Law,
SU has published an article titled "Resilience
in Management a key element of business
model in the Post Covid Era" at the
International Conference on Inclusive &
Resilient Cities for Safe and Sustainable
Future 2022, organized by the School of
Planning & Development, Gurugram
,Haryana, India, on 26th, June 2022.

Simrat Sohi, Research Scholar of School of
Law along with her Supervisor Dr.
Sulakshana Banerjee Mukherjee, Assistant
Professor of Law published a chapter on
"Legal and Social Justice for LGBTQ in
India" in the book Contemporary Socio
Legal Issues in India, Singhal Law
Publication on May 2022 with ISBN:978-
93-93493-76-7. 



Student Achievements 
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Sahana Arya Student of B.A.LL.B 8th 
 semester published an article on the
topic "Changing Perspective- Law and
Crime"in The Jurisperitus: The Law
Journal with ISSN 2581- 6349.

Naveen Sharma, student of 6th sem
B.A.LL.B (Hons.) Has completed
the role of Deputy Manager in
Knowledge Board 3, All India
Legal Forum.

Dhaarna Sehgal, student of BA.LL.B (H)
6th semester, School of Law published and
co-authored a  book by Lex Manthan
Publishing House in the month of June,
2022  ISBN No : 979-8887334059.  The
book is available on Amazon and Google
Play books. 



Student Achievements 

Lavanya Gupta, Himanshi Raghav, Ridhi Sharma received
certificate of recognition as Newsletter Editors on Seminar 5.0
by Chief Judicial Magistrate Ms Lalita Patwardhan.
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Shivani Bhargav student of 2nd semester LL.B
(Hons.)published a Blog on "Women and
Property Rights in India" in LexKraft, a legal
blog and journal . 

Ridhi Sharma, student of 4th sem B.A.LL.B (Hons.)
secured 25% scholarship on judiciary coaching
offered by Chinar law Institute.



BEGINNERS OUTLOOK
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As a senior citizen, I was not sure about what to expect from
the School of Law at Sushant University when I joined the
LL.B program in September last year. Eight months down
the road I can say it's been an invigorating roller coaster ride.  
Frankly, I have been pleasantly surprised by the intellectual
caliber of the faculty. Their enthusiastic teaching even in the
face of covid-depleted attendance, and the excitement and
willingness to engage with differences of opinion bring
sparkle to the class room. Once the teachers realized we
oldies meant no harm, they joined the fun we were having in
exploring the maze of bare acts and not so bare exams. And
nothing like a Chai and dosa with giggly students in the uni
cafeteria to feel young again.
                                                                - Pradeep Singh

Sushant University School of Law is a fit place for enhancing your
knowledge. In present times when the actual “GYAN” (knowledge)
is difficult to find, here at SOL it is imparted in plenty. The best
feature of education at SOL is that it is imparted with a personal
connect. The unconditional willingness of the faculty to be
available for students even beyond academic schedule is rare and
clearly differentiates SOL, Sushant University. Various extra-
curricular activities conducted round the year further enhances the
students’ 
                                                              -Major Lakshmiraj Rathore  
      



BEGINNERS OUTLOOK
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I Honey Khanna, has been enrolled as a student of LL.M Corporate
Law for year (2021-2022). At the time of admission, the faculty has
helped me in choosing the specialized programme based on my interest
and interactions. The faculty is extremely amazing and knowledgeable
as well as helpful. One year of LL.M is undoubtedly hectic and it gets
over even before you think it has started but it is, although draining at
times, an enriching experience for students. They also focus on each
and every student of the batch. They help every student with their
internship programs and give consultation in time of need.
Overall the college staff is supportive. The infrastructure is small but
green. Classrooms, library, etc. are in excellent condition. The campus
is fully Wi-Fi enabled and we have great mock court sessions.
Moreover, many a time the university through different means also
helps get students placed. Rest things you will get when you come to
this place as everything cannot be expressed in words.
At the end of the day, SU is a great place to be. Students get the
opportunity to interact with the best legal minds in the country and are
bestowed with significant exposure.

I, Vinamra Dixit, an Alumni (Batch – 2021) of School of Law, Sushant
University, Gurugram currently pursuing LL.M in Criminal Law (Second
Semester). I am a Gold Medalist in B.A. LL.B (Hons.). 
In a world full of options finding that correct educational institution that catered
to my needs was a difficult task to deal with. Fortunately, I found my place at
Sushant University. Located in the heart of Gurgaon city, Sushant University is
an able University ready to prepare you for the world ahead. Pooled with a
capable and competent staff, ready to assist and encourage at every stage of your
professional learning, Sushant University offers a thorough support throughout
your student journey. Tomorrow, when I will graduate from this University once
again after completing my Master’s Degree, I will feel immense gratitude and
will be please that I chose Sushant University, for it has transformed me to a man
I have always desired to be. 



Golf Course Road, Huda, Sushant Lok 2, 
Sector 55, Gurugram, Haryana 122003 
+91-124-4750400, +91-124-4750501 

email id– 
editorialteamsol@sushantuniversity.edu.in
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